INDUSTRIAL VISIT TO KAGZI INDUSTRIES, SANGANER JAIPUR
BCA II Semester On 28 Feb, 2017
Overall Coordination : Ravi Kumar &GundeepChadda
Faculty Coordinators during Visit:AnuradhaRaheja&Mazhar Ahmed
Company Profile:
It is a GO- GREEN industry established in the year 1992, at Jaipur, Rajasthan, India, we, “Kagzi
Industries”, are a Sole Proprietorship (Individual) firm, engaged in offering a quality range of Handmade
Paper & Paper Products. Their offered range includes Handmade Floral Paper, Handmade Crocodile
Paper, Handmade Batik Paper, Handmade Embossed Paper, Handmade Dew Paper, Handmade Leather
Paper, Handmade Paper Note Book, Handmade Paper Bags, Handmade Paper Stationery, Handmade
Paper Boxes, Handmade Paper Photo Frames and Handmade Paper Album. By offering these
biodegradable and eco-friendly products. They have been certified with ISO 9001:2000 certification

Objective:
As per Poornima University guidelines, we planned an industrial visit for BCA I yr. students to fulfill the
following objectives:

To make them aware about practical industrial administrative work.



To make the students know how handmade sheets can be made from the recycled
garment chunks which is taken as a byproduct of garment industry.

Learning Outcomes for Students:




The students came to know how to do the better utilization of garment chunks which was the
waste from garment industry.
During the visit the student came to know about the different machines involved for the same.
o These included: Starter machine: for shredding of garment chunks into finer pieces.
 Beater machine:-for beating the output came out of starter machine.
 There were many other machines that helped in preparation of paper, its drying,
compressing, cutting, framing, printing etc
They also learnt how the work went on in coordination and the products were made with the set
standards.

Some of the pics of the visit are:-

Outcome:Overall this industry visit was a great experience as the students learnt some
administrative skills, they learnt how to work together as a team to get desired results.
They also came to know a nice concept as how to utilize useless by product of some other
industry so beautifully in an eco-friendly manner.

